gateway.sensorBIM.eu – Web Management and REST API
Documentation
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1)

Basic technology of website and REST API:
The web administration is integrated in the project homepage
https://www.sensorbim.eu and can be used via this website after prior registration as
an access-authorised user.
The integration of the data visualisation into the REVIT plug-in is done via the
website, the data retrieval and storage in the objects is possible with the REST API.

The REST API can be called via the base url https://gateway.sensorbim.eu from any
programme via HTTPS-GET for data retrieval and as endpoint for data storage.
GET and not PUT is deliberately used for data storage, as GET requests for third-party
systems can usually be implemented more cost-effectively than PUT and
implementation as GET was not a problem for this use-case
The REST API is provided by an IIS 10 under .net Core (5) and populated based on the
sensorBIM databases in SQL server.
Any access take place according to the HTTPS protocol in encrypted form (TLS) in the
Innsbruck data centre of inndata Datentechnik GmbH in strict compliance with the
data protection regulations of the EU-DSGVO.
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2) Web administration at www.sensorBIM.eu:
To use the web administration, first setup company data and user authorisation are
required. To do this, the desired data must be sent to handle@eurobau.com for setup. You will then receive an info how set your own password using your mail address.

Managing sensors in your project
You can enter the administration area at https://www.sensorbim.eu/internal easily
after logging in. You will find a menu item for this under ABOUT/INTERNAL in the
main menu.
In the project administration you can create the projects for which sensor data can be
retrieved. The projects are assigned to your company and can only be accessed by
your employees.
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By the menu item below, you can add as many sensors as you like to your project.
After being saved for the first time, each inserted sensor automatically receives a
unique, permanent GUID (globally unique identifier) which guarantees you long-term
access to the data of this sensor.

This unique number of the sensor is to be used as the basis for all communication
processes in your projects!
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Management of sensor types, brands and value types
The creation of sensor types and value types is done by the system administration.
The following value types are already implemented:

If you would like additional elements or value ranges to select here, please contact
handle@eurobau.com.
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Retrieving current and historical values of your sensors in your projects
You can access the sensor values transmitted to the gateway in several ways:
1)

By retrieving them via the website
Select one of your projects here and then click on the desired sensor. You will get
a list of the stored measured values, with the most recent at the top. If you
transfer measured values for different value types for this sensor, the values will
be displayed here chronologically:

2) By retrieval in your BIM Project
With the help of the SensorBIM integration component, you can retrieve the
current measured values of all sensors in your project into your BIM at any time:
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3) View the current and historical measurement data of your sensors in the project

4) By retrieving the REST API from the web server https://gateway.sensorbim.eu
Here you have the possibility to access
-

All measured values chronologically
Only a certain number of measured values chronologically
Retrieve the most recent measured value of the sensor for every value types
stored with the sensor

These values can be retrieved as an HTML table or in JSON format and processed
further by your software immediately.
For details, see the description of the REST API in the next section.
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3)

Detailed description of REST API https://gateway.sensorbim.eu
The REST API can be accessed with the usual methods HTTP GET via the TLS 1.2
secured server https://gateway.sensorbim.eu/api/sensorbim/ and
provides methods for transferring measured values of your sensors into the database
of the gateway server as well as for complete and filtered retrieval of these data.
The server uses GET instead of the REST-typical PUT for data transmission because
GET is easier to implement in most software systems than PUT and you may therefore
find it more cost effective to develop the integration via GET.

Transmission of measured value
[http‐GET]
https://gateway.sensorbim.eu/api/sensorbim/setsensorvalue/<sens
orID:string>/<valuetype:string>/<value:decimal(18.5)>

Input parameters:
-

<sensorID:string>:
GUID of the relevant sensor in your project, as generated in the online
management tool (see point 1)

-

<valuetype:string>:
Type of the measured value as a text value. Currently the following types are
available (in the second column the corresponding unit, this does not have to
be transmitted but is assigned by the server)
candela
current
humidity
resistance
temperature
voltage
weight

-

cd
Amp
%
Ohm
°C
V
kg

<value:decimal(18.5)>:
Measured value of the relevant sensor in your project, as a decimal number
with up to five decimal places. The time stamp of the transmission is assigned
at the gateway server and does not have to be transmitted.

Results:
Result in case of correct transmission: OK
Result in case of faulty transmission: Error message text
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Example:
https://gateway.sensorbim.eu/api/sensorbim/setsensorvalue/FDFD7
0B9-CC40-4621-9074-09DD7A667D70/temperature/21.51658

Retrieval of stored values
[http‐GET]
https://gateway.sensorbim.eu/api/sensorbim/getsensorvalue/<conv
ert:string>/<sensorID:string>/<results:int>

Input parameters:
-

<convert:string>:
Specification in which format the transmission should take place.
Possible values:
HTML:
Unformatted HTML table

JSON:

-

<sensorID:string>:
GUID of the relevant sensor in your project, as generated in the online
management tool (see point 1)

-

<results:int>:
Number of desired result rows.
Possible values:
>=1: a maximum of so many result records will be delivered, if available.
Attention: always starting with the newest value and ordered chronologically
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0: all result data records are delivered, whereby a timeout error could occur
with very large data records. Therefore, the value 0 is not recommended.
-1: the most recent value for each value type available for this sensor is
delivered.
Results:
Result if the query is correct:
Result table in the desired format with the following fields per record:
- SensorID:
- valuetype:

transferred GUID of the sensor is returned
indication of value type of this measured value.
Note: the unit is not transferred.
This can be taken from the list of available
value types available.
- sensorvalue: Decimal measured value of this sensor (18.5)
- createdTime: time stamp of transmission of the measured value
(server based)
- senderIP:
IP address from which the measured value was
transferred to the server for control purposes

Result in case of faulty transmission:
Empty result set
Example:
Retrieval of the 10 most recent measured values of the sensor as an HTML table
https://gateway.sensorbim.eu/api/sensorbim/getsensorvalue/html/
FDFD70B9-CC40-4621-9074-09DD7A667D70/10
Attention: the value 0 in the last field <results:int> would
return all values. This can lead to timeout errors with large
result sets, so please always be sure to specify a quantity
limit!
Example:
Retrieval of the most recent measured value of each value type available for this
sensor converted to JSON
https://gateway.sensorbim.eu/api/sensorbim/getsensorvalue/json/
FDFD70B9-CC40-4621-9074-09DD7A667D70/-1
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